As the standards organization under ISO 
Introduction
ISO/TC 68 is a technical committee formed within the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), of Geneva, Switzerland, tasked with developing and maintaining international standards covering the areas of banking, securities, and other financial services. As the standards organization under ISO responsible for the development of all international financial services standards, ISO/TC 68 plays a key role in the development and adoption of new technologies in the banking, brokerage and insurance industries. Many of its current work projects involve developing ecommerce standards such as better online security for financial transactions, XML standards for financial transactions and standards to reduce the cost and delays of international financial transactions. The membership of ISO/TC 68, consists of more than 30 organizations assigned by participating national standards bodies plus additional international standards development organizations that work collaboratively toward global financial services standards development. 
SC2 : Financial Services Security
Key management for financial services support, including authentication and manage security-related standards, currently manages a total of 17 standards are as shown below. New and revised standards are to be developed. It is also developed for identifying and managing the securities related standards. 
SC4 : Security and related financial instruments
SC4 determines whether the LEI (Legal Entity Identifiers, global corporation demarcation code) can be used as IGI (Issuer and Guarantor Identifier) to manage the numbering system. It is used to identify the relevant standards such as securities, securities institutions for this purpose . Total of 11 standards have managed as the below. 
SC7 : Core Banking
If the TC68 SC7 to certain events occur, such as Iran bank sanctions the EU in order to manage them, numbering system to identify the bodies, specialized formats, such as managing a bank standards. Total of 13 standards have managed as belows. 
Conclusion
In the late 1940s, members of the financial industry came together under the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) to begin developing technical standards for the banking industry to use on a world-wide basis. The original name of the organization working on banking standards was Technical Committee 68, or TC 68-Banking. Over time the scope of TC 68 expanded to include all financial services. TC 68 has continued its basic mission through industry changes and the adoption of new scientific technologies that have fostered greatly increased international commerce. One of the changes made to reflect changes to the financial industry is TC 68's name. It is now referred to as Technical Committee 68 on Banking, Securities and other Financial Services.
Recently smart phones, mobile and wireless communication environment became necessary rapidly transforming and reliability while being collateral Electronic Banking System Stability. The national committee ISO TC68, including the Bank of Korea is trying to act as a global leader in standards such as micro SD in South Korea ahead of the country at the same time to add a comment to enact these standards. Whereas the composition of the e-banking infrastructure that is generally well-organized institutional foundation is also needed. International standards are to be introduced advisory and electronic banking system is built on a policy decision to Li Ling safely. These days are trading in non-financial industries, including financial transactions of electronic banking in the small settlement service providers, as well as induce in the public interest dimension of safety and a variety of conflicting interests and social benefits of creativity and innovation in the private sectors, voluntary public infrastructure enemy will further strive to realize the nature.
